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(57) Buckling of a vitreous silica crucible or fall of a
sidewall into the crucible is effectively suppressed. Fur-
thermore, dislocations in a silicon single crystal are sup-
pressed to enhance the yield of the single crystal. The
vitreous silica crucible is used to pull single-crystal silicon
and includes the cylindrical sidewall having an upward-
opening rim, a mortar-shaped bottom including a curve,
and a round portion connecting the sidewall and the bot-
tom. The round portion is provided in such a manner that
the curvature of the inner surface thereof is gradually
increased from the sidewall toward the bottom in a sec-
tion passing through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica
crucible.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a vitreous silica crucible and a method for producing single-crystal silicon using
the same.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In recent years, there have been actively developed vitreous silica crucibles which are used to pull a silicon
single crystal and can, with a simple structure, prevent the upper end of the straight body portion thereof from falling
inward. As an example of this type of technology, Patent Document 1 discloses a vitreous silica crucible which is used
to pull a silicon single crystal and which has a circular groove on the perimeter of the straight body portion thereof and
above the initial melt line. This groove is provided in a position below the upper end of a carbon susceptor.
[0003] On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5, Patent Document 2 discloses that by setting the curvature R1 of the
inner wall surface of a curved portion 11 of a crucible to 100 to 240 mm, abrupt changes in the area of the melt surface
when the melt surface is lowered are suppressed and that by setting the amount of change of the thickness W of the
curved portion 11 of the crucible to 0.1 to 1.2 mm/cm, preferably 0.2 to 0.5 mm/cm, the thermal distribution of the curved
portion 11 of the crucible is made uniform. Patent Document 2 then discloses that these methods can suppress poly-
crystallization of silicon and enhance the yield of the single crystal.

PRIOR ART REFERENCE

PATIENT DOCUMENT

[0004]

[Patent Document 1] Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2008-273788
[Patent Literature 2] Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2007-269533

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTIONS

[0005] However, the traditional technologies disclosed in the above documents have room for improvement in the
following respects.
[0006] First, for the vitreous silica crucible disclosed in Patent Document 1, if the user himself or herself provide a
susceptor for holding the vitreous silica crucible or if the user himself or herself determines the amount of polycrystalline
silicon to be charged into the vitreous silica crucible, it may not be possible to previously form a circular groove in a
position above the initial melt line and below the upper end of the carbon susceptor.
[0007] Second, in the vitreous silica crucible disclosed in Patent Document 2, the inner surface of the inner surface
of the crucible forms a compound curve and thus the curvature of the inner surface significantly changes at the junction
of the straight body portion 17 and the curved portion 11. The curvature of the inner surface also significantly changes
at the junction of the curved portion 11 and the bottom 13. For this reason, the pressure applied to the curved portion
11 may abruptly change at these junctions, thereby causing buckling of the vitreous silica crucible or fall of the straight
body portion into the crucible. Furthermore, when waves occur on the surface of the silicon melt at these junctions,
dislocations may occur in the silicon single crystal.
[0008] On the other hand, semiconductor chip manufacturing processes where 300 mm-diameter wafers are used
have gone mainstream in recent years. Processes where 450 mm-diameter wafers are used are also being developed.
To manufacture such wafers, a crucible used in the CZ method, which is used to manufacture a single-crystal silicon
ingot, has of course been required to have a large opening diameter of 28 inches (71 cm), 32 inches (81 cm), 36 inches
(about 91 cm), or 40 inches (102 cm). The weight of a 102 cm-diameter crucible is as heavy as about 120 kg, and the
mass of a silicon melt contained therein is 900 kg or more.
[0009] The softening point of vitreous silica is about 1200 to 1300°C. In the CZ method, on the other hand, a silicon
single crystal is pulled with a silicon melt maintained at a high temperature of 1450 to 1500°C over as long as two or
more weeks. That is, while the silicon single crystal is pulled, the crucible contains 900 kg or more of the silicon melt
having a temperature of about 1500°C. In this case, a heater provided outside the vitreous silica crucible must heat the
vitreous silica crucible in order to raise the temperature of the silicon melt to about 1500°C. The heated vitreous silica
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crucible softens and thus disadvantageously easily buckles or falls.
[0010] The pulled silicon single crystal is required to have a purity of 99.999999999% or more. Accordingly, the vitreous
silica crucible for pulling silicon single crystal is required not to mix a silica fragment or the like into the silicon single
crystal. If the heated vitreous silica crucible softens and thus buckles or falls, a silica fragment may fall, causing a
significant problem.
[0011] The present invention has been made in view of the foregoing, and an object thereof is to provide a technology
which effectively suppresses buckling of a vitreous silica crucible or fall of a sidewall into the crucible. Another object of
the present invention is to provide a technology which suppresses dislocations in a silicon single crystal to enhance the
yield of the single crystal.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0012] The present invention provides a vitreous silica crucible used to pull single-crystal silicon and including a
cylindrical sidewall having an upward-opening rim, a mortar-shaped bottom including a curve, and a round portion
connecting the sidewall and the bottom. In this vitreous silica crucible, the round portion is provided in such a manner
that a curvature of an inner surface thereof is gradually increased from the sidewall toward the bottom in a section
passing through a rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible.
[0013] According to this configuration, the round portion is provided in such a manner that the curvature of the inner
surface thereof is gradually increased from the sidewall toward the bottom. Thus, when the surface of the silicon melt
is lowered to around the round portion in the single-crystal silicon pulling process, variations in the pressure applied to
the round portion by the silicon melt are reduced. This is because the curvature of the inner surface of the round portion
does not significantly change. Therefore, according to this configuration, buckling of the vitreous silica crucible or fall of
the sidewall into the crucible can be effectively suppressed.
[0014] The present invention also provides a method for producing single-crystal silicon. The method includes charging
polycrystalline silicon into a vitreous silica crucible, heating and fusing the polycrystalline silicon to obtain a silicon melt,
and pulling single-crystal silicon from the silicon melt. The vitreous silica crucible used in this production method includes
a cylindrical sidewall having an upward-opening rim, a mortar-shaped bottom including a curve, and a round portion
connecting the sidewall and the bottom. In this vitreous silica crucible, the round portion is provided in such a manner
that a curvature of an inner surface thereof is gradually increased from the sidewall toward the bottom in a section
passing through a rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible.
[0015] According to this production method, the round portion is provided in such a manner that a curvature of the
inner surface thereof is gradually increased from the sidewall toward the bottom. Thus, when the surface of the silicon
melt is lowered to around the round portion in the single-crystal silicon pulling process, variations in the pressure applied
to the round portion by the silicon melt are reduced. This is because the curvature of the inner surface of the round
portion does not significantly change. Therefore, waves are less likely to occur on the surface of the silicon melt at these
junctions, which makes dislocations less likely to occur in the silicon single crystal.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0016] According to the present invention, buckling of the vitreous silica crucible or fall of the sidewall into the crucible
can be effectively suppressed. Furthermore, dislocations in the silicon single crystal can be suppressed to enhance the
yield of the single crystal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017]

Fig. 1 is a sectional view showing the overall configuration of a vitreous silica crucible of an embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a sectional view obtained by actually measuring the inner surface shape of a traditional vitreous silica
crucible and then visualizing the rate of change of the curvature formed by the inner surface shape.
Fig. 3 is a graph showing results obtained by actually measuring the inner surface shape of the traditional vitreous
silica crucible and then calculating the pressure based on hydrostatic pressure applied to the inner surface.
Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing a transition curve formed by the inner surface of the round portion of the vitreous
silica crucible of the present embodiment.
Fig. 5 is a sectional view showing a compound curve formed by the inner surface of a traditional, known vitreous
silica crucible.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0018] Hereafter, an embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to the drawings. Like
components are given like reference signs throughout the drawings and therefore description thereof will be omitted as
appropriate.

Vitreous Silica Crucible

[0019] Fig. 1 is a sectional view schematically showing the configuration of a vitreous silica crucible. A vitreous silica
crucible 112 of the present embodiment includes an inner transparent vitreous silica layer 111 and an outer bubble-
containing vitreous silica layer 114. When using the vitreous silica crucible 112 to pull single crystal silicon by the
Czochralski method (CZ method) or the like, the vitreous silica crucible 112 is placed on a susceptor (not shown) in such
a manner that an opening thereof is oriented upward.
[0020] The vitreous silica crucible 112 includes a round portion (may be referred to as "corner") 117 whose inner
surface forms a transition curve in a section passing through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible 112, a
cylindrical sidewall 115 having an upward-opening rim, and a mortar-shaped bottom 116 including a straight line or a
curve having a relatively small curvature. In the present embodiment, the round portion 117 connects the sidewall 115
and the bottom 116 and refers to a portion between the point at which a tangential line to the curve of the round portion
117 overlaps the sidewall 115 of the vitreous silica crucible 112 and the point at which the round portion 117 has a
common tangential line with the bottom 116.
[0021] A method for producing single-crystal silicon by use of the vitreous silica crucible 112 includes the successive
processes of: charging polycrystalline silicon into the vitreous silica crucible; heating and fusing the polycrystalline silicon
to obtain a silicon melt; and pulling single-crystal silicon from the silicon melt.
[0022] In the vitreous silica crucible 112, the inner surfaces of the sidewall 115 and the bottom 116 are connected by
the transition curve formed by the inner surface of the round portion 117 in the section passing through the rotation axis
of the vitreous silica crucible 112 without any breakpoint. Therefore, when the surface of the silicon melt is lowered to
around the round portion 117 in the single-crystal silicon pulling process, variations in the pressure applied to the round
portion 117 by the silicon melt are reduced. As a result, according to this configuration, buckling of the vitreous silica
crucible 112 or fall of the sidewall 115 into the crucible can be effectively suppressed. Furthermore, in this production
method, waves are less likely to occur on the surface of the silicon melt at the junctions, which makes dislocations less
likely to occur in the silicon single crystal.
[0023] Preferably, the single-crystal silicon pulling process includes reducing the pulling speed of the single-crystal
silicon from around the time point when the melt surface reaches the junction of the sidewall 115 and the round portion
117. Thus, when the surface of the silicon melt is lowered in the process of pulling single-crystal silicon from the silicon
melt, waves are much less likely to occur on the surface of the silicon melt at the junction of the inner surfaces of the
sidewall 115 and the round portion 117. Accordingly, dislocations are much less likely to occur in the single-crystal silicon.
[0024] As seen above, in the vitreous silica crucible 112, the round portion 117 is provided in such a manner that the
curvature of the inner surface thereof is gradually (continuously or intermittently) increased from the sidewall 115 toward
the bottom 116 in the section passing through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible 112. That is, the curvature
of the inner surface of the round portion 117 does not significantly change. Therefore, when the surface of the silicon
melt is lowered in the single-crystal silicon pulling process, variations in the pressure applied to the round portion 117
by the silicon melt are reduced. As a result, according to this configuration, buckling of the vitreous silica crucible 112
or fall of the sidewall 115 into the crucible can be effectively suppressed. Furthermore, the curvature of the inner surface
around the round portion 117 does not significantly change either. Therefore, when the surface of the silicon melt is
lowered in the single-crystal silicon pulling process, variations in the pressure applied to the inner surface around the
round portion 117 by the silicon melt are also reduced. As a result, in this production method, waves are less likely to
occur on the surface of the silicon melt around the round portion 117, which makes dislocations less likely to occur in
the silicon single crystal.
[0025] Fig. 2 is a sectional view obtained by actually measuring the inner surface shape of a traditional vitreous silica
crucible and then visualizing the rate of change of the curvature of the inner surface shape. As seen, the present inventors
accurately measured the three-dimensional shape of the traditional vitreous silica crucible in the course of developing
the vitreous silica crucible of the present invention. Then, by use of the measured values of the three-dimensional shape,
the present inventors conducted an analysis on how the curvature of the curve of the inner surface changed in a section
passing through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible. As a result, the present inventors found that, in the
traditional vitreous silica crucible, the curvature of the inner surface of the round portion 117 abruptly changed. The
present inventors then assumed that the abrupt changes in the curvature is caused by use of a compound curve in the
design drawing of the round portion of the traditional vitreous silica crucible. The present inventors also assumed that
the abrupt changes in the curvature are also caused by the fact that, in the traditional vitreous silica crucible manufacturing
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process, vitreous silica dripped onto the round portion during arc-fusing and thus prevented the round portion from taking
a shape according to the design.
[0026] Fig. 3 is a graph showing results obtained by actually measuring the inner surface shape of the traditional
vitreous silica crucible and then calculating the pressure based on hydrostatic pressure applied to the inner surface. The
present inventors assumed that the abrupt changes in the curvature shown in Fig. 2 formed breakpoints of the force
applied to the crucible and then calculated changes in hydrostatic pressure on the basis of the measured values of the
inner surface shape of the 32-inch crucible as shown in Fig. 3. As a result, the present inventors found that both the
horizontal and vertical component forces had maximum and minimum points around the round portion. That is, the
present inventors found that points to which a large force was applied or points where a force significantly changed
existed around the round portion.
[0027] In the field of vitreous silica crucibles, it has been common technical knowledge that the inner surface of the
round portion is formed by a curve having a single curvature, as described in Patent Document 2. On the other hand,
the present inventors found that, in the traditional vitreous silica crucible, the formation of the inner surface of the round
portion by a curve having a single curvature caused buckling of the vitreous silica crucible 112 or fall of the sidewall 115
into the crucible. The present inventors also found that, in the traditional vitreous silica crucible, the formation of the
inner surface of the round portion by a curve having a single curvature caused dislocations in the silicon single crystal.
Then, based on these findings, the present inventors designed the vitreous silica crucible of the present invention.
[0028] Note that the inner surface of the round portion 117 actually has minute recesses and projections, small dis-
tortions, or the like in many cases. It is preferable to usually neglect local abrupt changes in curvature caused by such
minute recesses or projections, small distortions, or the like. Specifically, it is preferable to recognize the inner surface
of the round portion 117 as a moving average line obtained by smoothing the length of the curve by moving averages
at intervals of 10 mm in the section passing through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible 112. Thus, it is possible
to neglect the local abrupt changes in the curvature caused by minute recesses and projections, small distortions, or
the like and thus to confirm that the curvature of the inner surface of the round portion 117 is gradually increased from
the sidewall 115 toward the bottom 116 in broad outline. The interval at which moving averages are obtained is not
limited to 10 mm and may be, for example, any of 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm, 7 mm, 8 mm, 9 mm, 10 mm,
15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, 50 mm, 60 mm, 70 mm, 80 mm, 90 mm, and 100 mm.
[0029] Preferably, the difference between the curvatures at the boundary between the inner surfaces of the sidewall
115 and the round portion 117 in the section passing through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible 112 is 1/300
mm or less. As this curvature difference is smaller, abrupt variations in pressure are less likely to occur around the
boundary. As a result, it is possible to suppress abrupt changes in the pressure applied to the sidewall 115 or round
portion 117 around this boundary and thus to suppress buckling of the vitreous silica crucible or fall of the sidewall 115
into the crucible. The curvature difference may be not more than any of 1/300 mm, 1/400 mm, 1/500 mm, 1/600 mm,
1/700 mm, 1/800 mm, 1/900 mm, 1/1000 mm, 1/2000 mm, 1/3000 mm, 1/4000 mm, 1/5000 mm, 1/6000 mm, 1/7000
mm, 1/8000 mm, 1/9000 mm, and 1/10000 mm, or may be between any two values thereof.
[0030] Preferably, the difference between the curvatures at the boundary between the inner surfaces of the round
portion 117 and the bottom 116 in the section passing through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible 112 is 1/300
mm or less. As this curvature difference is smaller, abrupt changes in pressure are less likely to occur around the
boundary when the melt surface is lowered. As a result, it is possible to suppress abrupt changes in the pressure applied
to the round portion 117 or bottom 116 around this boundary and thus to suppress buckling of the vitreous silica crucible
or fall of the sidewall 115 into the crucible. The curvature difference may be not more than any of 1/300 mm, 1/400 mm,
1/500 mm, 1/600 mm, 1/700 mm, 1/800 mm, 1/900 mm, 1/1000 mm, 1/2000 mm, 1/3000 mm, 1/4000 mm, 1/5000 mm,
1/6000 mm, 1/7000 mm, 1/8000 mm, 1/9000 mm, and 1/10000 mm, or may be between any two values thereof.
[0031] The transition curve of the round portion 117 is not limited to a particular kind of transition curve but preferably
includes one or more kinds of curves selected from the group consisting of a clothoid curve, a cubic curve, and a sine
half-wavelength diminishing curve. The three kinds of transition curves have characteristics as shown in Table 1 below.

[Table 1]

Kinds of Transition Curve

Definition
Smoothness of connection with 
bottom (rate of change of radius)

Smoothness of connection 
with sidewall (rate of 
change

Cubic curve (cubic 
parabolic curve)

Relationship between 
height direction x and width 
direction v is cubic

Since rate of change of 
radius=0, very smooth (radius is 
same as bottom).

Although rate of change of 
radius≠0, radius is 
∞.Therefore, roughly
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[0032] Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing a transition curve formed by the inner surface of the round portion of the
vitreous silica crucible of the present embodiment. As shown in Fig. 4, the inner surfaces of the linear (R=∞) sidewall
15 and the arc curve-shaped (R=250 mm) bottom 116 are connected by the transition curve formed by the inner surface
of the round portion 117 (the radius of curvature continuously changes like R=∞, R=1000 mm, R=500 mm, R=333 mm,
and R=250 mm) without breakpoints.
[0033] Thus, when the surface of the silicon melt is lowered in the single-crystal silicon pulling process, variations in
the pressure applied to the inner surface around the round portion 117 by the silicon melt are reduced. As a result,
according to this configuration, buckling of the vitreous silica crucible 112 or fall of the sidewall 115 into the crucible can
be effectively suppressed. Furthermore, when the surface of the silicon melt is lowered in the single-crystal silicon pulling
process, abrupt changes in the pressure are less likely to occur around the round portion 117. As a result, according to
this production method, it is possible to suppress dislocations in the silicon single crystal when the melt surface is lowered
to around the round portion 117.
[0034] Note that in the present invention, the inner surface of the round portion 117 does not need to be a mathematically
perfect transition curve in the section passing through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible 112. The reason is
as follows: in practice, a vitreous silica crucible 112 where the inner surfaces of the sidewall 115 and the bottom 116
are connected by the transition curve formed by the inner surface of the round portion 117 without breakpoints is designed
by use of a CAD system or the like; then by use of this CAD data, CAD data of a carbon mold for manufacturing a vitreous
silica crucible is designed; then, a carbon mold is manufactured based on the CAD data; at this time, however, some
manufacturing errors occur; then, a vitreous silica crucible 112 is manufactured by use of the carbon mold; at this time,
however, some manufacturing errors occur as well; and thus the inner surface of the round portion 117 is less likely to
form a mathematically perfect transition curve and often takes a slightly different shape from the CAD data in a section
passing through the rotation axis of the actually manufactured vitreous silica crucible 112.
[0035] Preferably, the maximum error of the shape of the vitreous silica crucible of the present embodiment is within
61 mm of the ideal shape in the CAD data. The maximum error may be not more than any value of 0.01 mm, 0.02 mm,
0.03 mm, 0.04 mm, 0.05 mm, 0.06 mm, 0.07 mm, 0.08 mm, 0.09 mm, 0.10 mm, 0.20 mm, 0.30 mm, 0.40 mm, 0.50 mm,
0.60 mm, 0.70 mm, 0.80 mm, 0.90 mm, 1.00 mm, 2.00 mm, 3.00 mm, 4.00 mm, 5.00 mm, 6.00 mm, 7.00 mm, 8.00 mm,
9.00 mm, 10.00 mm, and 11.00 mm, or may be between any two values thereof. As long as the maximum error satisfies
any of these conditions, the inner surfaces of the linear sidewall 115 and the arc curve-shaped bottom 116 can be
properly connected by a dynamically reasonable structure without breakpoints. Furthermore, when the surface of the
silicon melt is lowered to around the round portion 117 in the vitreous silica crucible 112, variations in the pressure
applied to the inner surface around the round portion 117 by the silicon melt are advantageously reduced.
[0036] Furthermore, preferably, the outer surfaces of the sidewall 115 and the bottom 116 are connected by a transition
curve formed by the outer surface of the round portion 117 without breakpoints in the section passing through the rotation
axis of the vitreous silica crucible 112. This is because the CAD data of the carbon mold is designed so as to fit the CAD
data of the outer surface of the vitreous silica crucible 12. Therefore, the CAD data of the outer surface of the round
portion 117 of the vitreous silica crucible 12 preferably forms a transition curve so that the inner surface of the round
portion of a carbon mold manufactured on the CAD data thereof forms a curve approximate to a transition curve. If the
inner surface of the round portion of the carbon mold forms a curve approximate to an transition curve, the inner surface
of the round portion 117 of a vitreous silica crucible obtained by depositing natural quartz powder and synthetic silica
powder on the inner surface of the carbon mold and arc-fusing them also forms a curve approximate to a transition curve.
[0037] While the embodiment of the present invention has been described with reference to the drawings, the embod-
iment is illustrative only. Various configurations other than those described above can be employed.

(continued)

Kinds of Transition Curve

Definition
Smoothness of connection with 
bottom (rate of change of radius)

Smoothness of connection 
with sidewall (rate of 
change

Clothoid curve
Curvature (=1/radius) 
changes in proportion to 
travelled distance

Although rate of change of 
radius#0, radius is same as 
bottom. Therefore, roughly

Although rate of change of 
radius≠, radius is ∞. 
Therefore, roughly

Sine half-
wavelength 
diminishing curve

Curvature (=1/radius) 
changes in sine form with 
respect to travelled

Since rate of change of radius-
0, very smooth (radius is same 
as bottom).

Since rate of change of 
radius=0, very smooth 
(radius is ∞).
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[Description of Reference Signs]

[0038] For example, in the above embodiment, the curve formed by the inner surface of the round portion 117 whose
curvature is gradually increased from the sidewall 115 toward the bottom 116 in the section passing through the rotation
axis of the vitreous silica crucible 112 has been described as being a transition curve. However, the curve is not limited
to a transition curve. For example, the curve formed by the inner surface of the round portion 117 may be a compound
curve where curves having multiple curvatures are connected. Even in this case, the curvature of the inner surface of
the round portion 117 is intermittently increased from the sidewall 115 toward the bottom 116. Thus, functions and effects
similar to those in the above embodiment are obtained. Such a compound curve may be a compound curve where
curves having the number of different curvatures greater than or equal to any of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 are connected together, or may be a compound curve where curves having the number of
different curvatures, the number being between any two values thereof, are connected together. As the number of
different curvatures of the connected curves is greater, the curvature is adavantageously more gradually increased.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE SIGNS

[0039]

10 vitreous silica crucible
11 curved portion
12 straight body portion
13 bottom
R1 curvature of inner surface of curved portion
R2 curvature of inner surface of bottom
M1 center of curvature of curved portion
M2 center of curvature of bottom
W thickness of curved portion
111 transparent vitreous silica layer
112 vitreous silica crucible
114 bublle-containing vitreous silica layer
115 sidewall
116 bottom
117 round portion

Claims

1. A vitreous silica crucible used to pull single-crystal silicon, comprising:

a cylindrical sidewall having an upward-opening rim;
a mortar-shaped bottom including a curve; and
a round portion connecting the sidewall and the bottom, wherein
the round portion is provided in such a manner that a curvature of an inner surface thereof is gradually increased
from the sidewall toward the bottom in a section passing through a rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible.

2. The vitreous silica of claim 1, wherein the inner surface of the round portion forms a transition curve in the section
passing through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible.

3. The vitreous silica crucible of claim 2, wherein the transition curve comprises one or more kinds of curves selected
from the group consisting of a clothoaid curve, a cubic curve, and a sine half-wavelength diminishing curve.

4. A method for producing single-crystal silicon, comprising:

charging polycrystalline silicon into a vitreous silica crucible;
heating and fusing the polycrystalline silicon to obtain a silicon melt; and
pulling single-crystal silicon from the silicon melt,
wherein the vitreous silica crucible comprises:
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a cylindrical sidewall having an upward-opening rim;
a mortar-shaped bottom including a curve; and
a round portion connecting the sidewall and the bottom, and

wherein the round portion is provided in such a manner that a curvature of an inner surface thereof is gradually
increased from the sidewall toward the bottom in a section passing through a rotation axis of the vitreous silica
crucible.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the single-crystal silicon pulling step comprises reducing a pulling speed of the
single-crystal silicon from around the time point when a surface of the silicon melt reaches the boundary between
the sidewall and the round portion.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the inner surface of the round portion forms a transition curve in the section passing
through the rotation axis of the vitreous silica crucible.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the transition curve comprises one or more kinds of curves selected from the group
consisting of a clothoaid curve, a cubic curve, and a sine half-wavelength diminishing curve.
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